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ABSTRACT
This abstract describes the development of a futuristic smart mirror that represents a smart interface for the home
environment.  The whole appliance will consist of an LCD monitor behind an acrylics mirror screen enclosed in a frame
of desired material .The LCD monitor will be bright enough so that it can be seen through the mirror screen giving the
observer the data(text,  images, videos etc) on the LCD screen as well as their own reflection.  The mirror interface and
the news and data feeds all will use Web service communication mechanisms which are processed by a Raspberry Pi  so
that real time updates can be given to the applications on the mirror interface.

With this as the basis, the mirror can be advanced to provide a natural means of interaction through which the users can
control  smart appliances and access services through APIs via voice commands. Implementing voice commands  will
require speech recognition protocol for the mirror to recognize complex voice inputs from the user and call the
appropriate application. Aside from this the mirror can be used for other purposes for example, face recognition-based
authentication  used to automatically identify the user facing the mirror and provide widget-based interface to access
services.The voice commands and facial recognition will require a microphone , a speaker and a webcam respectively
forming an advanced version of the base mirror.
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INTRODUCTION
Over 1 million selfies are taken every day with 30% of photos taken by people between the ages of 18 and 24
being a selfie. In total, 28% of time spent online is on social media. According to a TODAY/AOL survey,
women spend an average of 6.4 hours/week while men spend 4.5 hours/week working on their appearances.
The Smart Mirror is a system that combines these tasks in an efficient and enjoyable way to provide time
savings for the user.

PRINCIPLE/CHARACTERISTICS
This is a  smart-mirror, a voice controlled interface that controls your smart devices and displays information
from a growing number of services. The smart mirror is powered by:
● The Raspberry Pi 3
● A webcam (PlayStation Eye)
● Observation mirror (aka mirror pane)
● Computer monitor

The smart-mirror is fully compatible with the following operating systems:
● Raspian 2 & 3
● Linux
● OSX >= 10.8

To build a smart-mirror, you will need at least three things:
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● A two-way mirror
● A monitor
● Something to run the smart-mirror application. (Most people use a Raspberry Pi)

In order to use the voice control features of your smart-mirror, we need a USB microphone (or USB Webcam
w/ microphone). For this we chose the PlayStation Eye. In addition, smart-mirror can control a Phillips Hue
lighting system.

The smart mirror is an Electron app, which means it leverages Chromium, Node, and the V8 JavaScript
engine to host and render the mirror. Electron is a framework for creating native applications with web
technologies like JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. The smart mirror uses Sonus with Google Cloud Speech for
keyword spotting and recognition. Sonus lets us quickly and easily add a VUI (Voice User Interface) to any
hardware or software project. Just like Alexa, Google Now, and Siri, Sonus is always listening offline for a
customizable hotword. Once that hotword is detected the speech is streamed to the cloud recognition service
of our choice - then we get the results. On first glance of the mirror we see static display of information like
the weather forecast, news headlines, time and reminders. In order to interact with the mirror to access
services like Youtube, maps, comics, gifs, songs, to-do lists etc we use voice commands which are triggered
using the hotword “smart mirror” .

FIGURES/CAPTIONS

Fig 1: Architecture

Fig 2: Program Flow
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Fig 3: LCD Display to reflective film
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